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Lit controls for digital daily/
weekly programming (timer 

model), protected by a liftable 
door.

Fan heaters for wall installation, designed to effectively and safely (even in the presence 

of risks of direct contact with water) guarantee the necessary heat intake in domestic or 

commercial premises, even where there is no primary heating system. 

MICRORAPID® RANGE
Compact wall-mounted fan heaters

  Very low noise emissions, thanks to the tangential fans used. Their automatic shut-down in use at minimum power, which 

involves substantially zeroing sound emissions, makes them perfect for use at night.

  High protection rating from water, compatible with Zone 1 bathroom installation.

  Flexible installation, thanks to their reduced thickness.

  Design: F. Trabucco & Associates.

Note: For full compliance with European Regulation No. 1188/2015, this product must be subjected to an external control 
device that regulates heat emission in the room where it is installed.
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ELECTRIC HEATING
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 8 models, different in size and heat output, also in versions with daily and weekly programmer.

 Scratch-resistant painted steel enclosure, colour grey.

 Flanks and housing controls made of self-extinguishing plastic resin, colour grey.

 Tangential fan unit to keep sound emissions down.

 Metal-clad heating element with aluminium fins, protected by a manually resettable thermal overload limiter.

 Lit switches for on/off control and selection of power output and timer mode operating setting (MICRORAPID V0 T).

 Room thermostat with antifreeze function, guaranteeing automatic activation of the fan heater whenever ambient 

temperature drops below 5 °C.

 Daily and weekly electronic programmer complete with LCD display to set on and delayed shut-down of the product 

(MICRORAPID V0 T). Can also control MICRORAPID range devices through an external programmable thermostat, pre-

existing and/or available separately from the product.

 Safety certified by third party body (¥).

  Protection rating from dust and water: IPX4 (suitable for installation in bathroom Zone 1).

 Class of electric isolation: I (earthing required).

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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MICRORAPID® RANGE
Compact wall-mounted fan heaters

TECHNICAL DATA

Dimensions in mm

A

B

C

PRODUCTS
CODES

V~50HZ W A KGBASIC TIMER

MICRORAPID 600 V0 70602 70653 230 300/600 2.6 3.0

MICRORAPID 1000 V0 70612 70661 230 500/1000 4.3 3.7

MICRORAPID 1500 V0 70622 70663 230 500/1000/1500 6.5 3.8

MICRORAPID 2000 V0 70632 70681 230 800/1200/2000 8.7 4.2

PRODUCTS A B C

MICRORAPID 600 V0 433 258 109

MICRORAPID 1000 V0 503 258 109

MICRORAPID 1500 V0 573 258 109

MICRORAPID 2000 V0 633 258 109

DIMENSIONS


